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 The Creative Publisher Lite will enable you to easily

create your own publications:

 Magazines, books, photo albums, product catalogs,
tutorials, instruction manuals, etc.

Your publications can be rezzed or worn as a HUD.

Copies of the publications you create can be sold or
given away with copy and transfer permission.

 Low cost basic starter publication system.

 For more advanced, interactive capabilities, step up to
the full-featured version of The Creative Publisher.

The Creative Publisher Lite Tutorial

Overview




 Simple Setup

 Set permissions and drop in license script (self-deletes)

 Apply your cover and spine textures.

 Create and drop in your page textures. Must be full perm.

 Edit the !Config notecard for the options you want.

 Optional - Drop in a notecard, landmark, and/or object.

 That’s it !!

 Simple Operation

 Touch cover to open publication or get popup menu

 Touch page to turn to next/previous page
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Setup and Operation
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How It Works

Touch cover for
popup menu.

Touch page to
turn pages.




 Touch cover when closed to open publication.

 Touch page to turn to next or previous page.

 Touch cover when open to get popup menu.

Menu options:
 Turn to first, last, or any specific page.

 Shut (close) the publication.

 Change publication size
 Small, Medium or Large as specified on !Config notecard

 Join a SL Group or Subscribe to a Subscriber Kiosk.

 Give out web link, notecard, landmark, or object.
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How It Works

See !Page Notecard section of tutorial for details
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What You Get




 The Creative Publisher Lite Kit delivery box contains:

 An empty, full perm (M/C/T) book containing:

 Four (4) scripts (NM/C/T).

 Example !Config notecard. Edit for your application.

 License script (NM/C/NT) required during setup only.

 “Subscriber SecurityCode” script to get your Subscriber
Kiosk’s security code so people can subscribe directly from
your publications.

 Setup and Reference Guide notecard.

 The Creative Publisher Lite Tutorial / Demo

 The Creative Publisher (full version) Tutorial / Demo
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What You Get
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Creating Publications

One-
time
Initial
Setup

Plan
Your
Pub

Create
Page

Graphics

Load
Content

Apply
cover &
spine

textures

Test
your
Pub

• Set next owner
perms for scripts
and publication

• Install license

• Structure
• Pop-up menu
• Page graphics
• Items to give

• Use offline
graphics program,
e.g. PhotoShop,
Gimp, PaintShop
Pro, PowerPoint,
etc.

• Must be full perm.

• Edit !Config notecard
• Page graphics textures
• Info NC, LM, and/or object

• Make sure you test
all pages.

• Test all popup
menu buttons

• Test as HUD and
as rezzed on floor.

• Manually apply
desired cover and
spine textures

• Adjust spine texture
repeats, offset and
rotation for best look




 These are the general steps you will need to perform:
 One-time initial setup.
 Set next owner permissions and drop in license script.

 Plan your publication.
 Page aspect ratio, height, and graphics textures
 Popup menu options and given items (e.g. NC, LM, object)

 Create and upload full perm page graphics (textures).
 Load Content – start with licensed empty book with scripts
 Edit !Config notecard with your specific options.
 Drop in your page textures
 Drop in items you want to give users (e.g. LM, NC, object).

 Apply your cover and spine textures
 Thoroughly test all aspects of your new publication

 Don’t worry! Details are explained on the following pages.
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Creating Publications




Right click item in

inventory.

 Select “Properties”

 Set permissions check
boxes as shown on
previous page.
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Initial Setup




 Before you start creating your publication, you must rez

the empty book and set the next owner permissions.
 You only need to do this one time.
 Drop in the !CP Lite License script (it will delete itself)
 Set the next owner permissions for these items:
 Scripts: !CP Lite Main, !CP Lite Control, !CP Lite Cache, !CP

Lite Subscribe
 Object: The Creative Publisher Lite (empty book)

 Save the empty book. Use as a template for your pubs.
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Initial Setup

Next Owner Permissions

Mod Copy Trans or
Mod Copy Trans or
Mod Copy Trans




 I cannot over emphasize the benefits of thoroughly planning

of your publication before you start.
 Here are some important things to consider:
 What aspect ratio do you want for your pages, (e.g., 4:3, 1:1, etc.)?
 Make sure all your page graphics use the same aspect ratio as

you specified on the !Config notecard.

 Page texture naming and numbering convention.
 Names of textures determine page order (alpha-numeric sort)
 Odd numbered pages on right, even numbered pages on left.
 You must have an even number of page textures.

 Which inventory items do you want to give out (NC, LM, OBJ)?
 Which website link (URL) do you want to give out?
 Do you want to offer options to join your group or subscribe to

your Subscriber Kiosk?
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Plan Your Publication




 Create a graphic for each page offline using a commercial

graphics program (e.g. PhotoShop, Gimp, PaintShop Pro,
PowerPoint, etc.).

 Set the aspect ratio of all your page graphics and your
publication to match (see !Config nc). For example:
 Landscape - 4:3 aspect ratio, 1024(H) x 768(V) pixels.
 Portrait – 3:4 aspect ratio, 768(H) x 1024(V) pixels
 Square - 1:1 aspect ratio, 512 x 512 or 1024 x 1024

 Upload your page textures (graphics) to SL and set next
owner permissions to M/C/T. Must be full perm.

 Name the page textures so they will appear in the desired
order when loaded into the publication.
 Suggestion: Page 0, Page 1, Page 2, Page 3, etc.
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Create Page Graphics




 Rez the included empty publication on the floor.
 If you have not already done the follow, do this now:
 Drop in the !CP Lite License script. It will delete itself.
 Check that next owner permissions are set correctly.

 Drop in and edit !Config notecard for your application
 Drop in all page textures. Rename textures, if necessary,

to correspond to your desired page order.
 Optionally drop in an info notecard, landmark and/or

object. You may have only one of each type.
 Touch pages to flip though the publication, checking the

appearance and order of the pages. Correct as necessary.
 The scripts check for errors. If you see an error message in

chat or the hover text says “FAULTED”, correct the
problem and try again.
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Loading Publication Contents
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!Config Notecard

 General Parameters:

 SoundVolume=

 AspectRatio=

 AuthUsers=

 The !Config notecard contains general and menu
parameters that apply to the entire publication.

 Menu Parameters:

 WebURL=

 SecurityCode=

 GroupUUID=

 HeightSmall=

 HeightMedium=

 HeightLarge=

See the reference section of this tutorial for the exact formats for,
and examples of each of the !Config notecard parameters.




 You can apply any textures you want to the covers and

spine. Just drag/drop the texture to the desired faces of
the covers and/or spine of your publication.

 The cover/spine textures are not changeable via the
!Config notecard. They must be changed manually.

 You may have to adjust the texture repeats, offsets
and/or rotation in the edit window for best appearance.
This is especially true for the spine.

 Do not unlink or change the size (scale) or relative
position of any of the publication’s prims. It may not
operate correctly.
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Texturing Cover & Spine




 It is extremely important to thoroughly test your finished

publication before distributing it.

 The scripts perform extensive error checking, so check the chat
window for error messages. The error messages will guide you
to the source of the error.

 If a serious error is detected, the publication will be put into a
non-operating faulted state (red hover text). Correct the error,
then touch the publication to restart it.

 Not all errors can be detected by the scripts. So it is critical for
you to verify that all pages and pop-up menus are working as
expected.

The Creative Publisher Lite Tutorial

Testing Your Publication

Please contact Fred Allandale for help or with questions or suggestions.




 This section contains the following information.

 Detailed !Config notecard parameter descriptions,
formats, examples and notes.

 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

 Purchase Information

 Contact Information.

The Creative Publisher Lite Tutorial

Reference
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!Config Notecard Details

General Parameters:

SoundVolume=0.0 - 1.0 (0 - 100%). Controls the volume of all HUD sounds (e.g. page turn, popup
alert, wait, etc.).
Example: SoundVolume=0.5 [default - sets volume at 50%]

AspectRatio=width-to-height ratio of HUD pages and covers. Set this to match the aspect ratio of
your page graphics.
Example: AspectRatio=4:3 [default]
Other common aspect ratios are 1:1, 2:1, 3:4, 3:2, 16:9, etc., however any numbers you want can be
used.

AuthUsers=specifies category of users allowed to interact with the HUD. Options are OWNER,
GROUP, or ANYONE.
Example: AuthUsers=OWNER [default - only the HUD owner may interact with it.
Example: AuthUsers=GROUP [only members of the same group as the HUD may interact with it]
Example: AuthUsers=ANYONE [anyone may interact with the HUD]

HINT: You can omit parameter lines whose default value is what you want.
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!Config Notecard Details

Menu Parameters:

WebURL=Full URL of website you want to give to users. Leave blank for no website menu button.
Example: WebURL=http://subscriberkiosk.wordpress.com

SecurityCode=Code used to send a subscribe request to a Subscriber Kiosk (sold separately).
Leave blank for no “Subscribe” menu button.
Example:
SecurityCode=AlFefQBQQFpBX2RENHl5OVZSFFpAYxRcWgYNLVRkA2BZSkBFRFxWCFsLWxVdAFFVAVFeKQpVFV1e
XjMRNzd1bQRVDlwTZkYXCVIDfldhBG0=
NOTE: Drop the “Subscriber SecurityCode” script into the Master Kiosk to get its Security Code.

GroupUUID=UUID (key) of a Second Life Group you want users to be able to join. Must be public Group.
Leave blank for no “Join” menu button.
Example: GroupUUID=382dfb3e-9e84-a03c-87be-ee1a1c52edad

HeightSmall=Height (meters) to set the book to when the “Small” button is touched on the Size menu. Minimum is 0.52
HeightMedium=Height (meters) to set the book to when the “Medium” button is touched on the Size menu.
HeightLarge=Height (meters) to set the book to when the “Large” button is touched on the Size menu.
NOTE: Omitting a height parameter or leaving it blank will remove it from the Size menu.
NOTE: When worn as a HUD, the maximum height is automalimited to 0.75 meters so it will fit on the screen.

HINT: You can omit parameter lines whose default value is what you want.
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Example !Config Notecard

HINTS:
• You can omit parameter lines whose default value is what you want.
• You can add blank lines or comment lines (lines starting with //).

// General Parameters
SoundVolume=0.5
AspectRatio=4:3
AuthUsers=OWNER

// Menu Parameters
WebURL=http://subscriberkiosk.wordpress.com
SecurityCode=AlFefQBQQFpBX2RENHl5OVZSFFpAYxRcWgYNLVRkA2BZSkBFRFQMBgxQAUV
dAAcAAVBQfwMPFwlZUDRFYzZ5aQNWDQ5DbkdAW1AFeQtlAWI=
GroupUUID=382dfb3e-9e84-a03c-87be-ee1a1c52edad
HeightSmall=0.52
HeightMedium=1.0
HeightLarge=2.0




 Do I have to use the empty book from the kit or can I make my

own?
 The scripts are designed to work only with the empty book included in

the kit. However you can apply your own textures and colors to the
covers and spine as well as change the size and aspect ratio via the
!Config notecard. Please do not unlink, resize or reposition individual
prims or your publication may not operate properly.

 How do I insert a new page or change the page order?
 Page textures are automatically sorted in alphanumeric order when in

the publication’s Contents. This determines the order of the pages. To
insert a new page, give it the same name as the preceding page but
add a suffix. For example, Page 6A will appear after Page 6.

 Can I customize my publication to give out different items from
each page and/or create custom popup menus for each page?
 The Lite version does not have these capabilities. However, the full

version of The Creative Publisher does have these capability plus
many, many more. Please see the free tutorial / demo for the full
version of The Creative Publisher.
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Frequently Asked Questions




 Do my textures have to be full perm? If so, how can I protect them?

 Page textures in The Creative Publisher Lite must be full perm for both
you and the next owner. Textures without full perms will cause the
publication to go to the faulted state and it will not work.
NOTE: In the full version of The Creative Publisher you can specify
textures by UUID instead of including them in the Contents. There are
also accessories available for the full version that encrypt your texture
UUIDs for maximum protection.

 What do I do if my publication doesn’t work properly and it shows
“Faulted” in red hover text?
 Check the chat window for error messages. Correct the error, then

touch the book to restart it. Errors are usually caused by an incorrect
format or parameter on the !Config notecard or incorrect permissions.
Often this is due to a simple typo or incorrect setup.

 What if I still can’t get my publication to work properly?
 Contact me (Fred Allandale) via IM and/or notecard with a detailed

description of the problem. It is also helpful to send me a copy of any
chatted error messages and a copy of the !Config notecard associated
with the problem. I will usually respond to help requests within 24
hours.
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Frequently Asked Questions




Feature Lite Version Full Version

Unlimited pages

Page turn effects

Popup Menus One Unlimited

Join Groups One Unlimited

Subscribe to Kiosks One Unlimited

Give LM, NC, Objects One of each Unlimited

Give web links (URL) One Unlimited

Change Size Choice of 3 Unlimited

Rez or wear as HUD

Perms of created pubs Copy and Transfer Copy or Trans (included)
Copy and Trans (optional)
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Feature Comparison (1 of 2)




Feature Lite Version Full Version

Textures Full perm only Full perm or UUID
Encryption (optional)

Touch-triggered actions

Per page actions

Direct user teleport

Media-on-page

Online status

Profile link

Send Email

NDS Server Integration

Tabs
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Feature Comparison (2 of 2)




 Price for The Creative Publisher Lite Kit: L$ 250

 The Creative Publisher Lite Tutorial/Demo – Free

 The Creative Publisher Tutorial/Demo - Free

 Price for full version of The Creative Publisher Kit: L$2495

 Optional accessories for the full version only:

 Unlimited Distribution License: L$ 1000 (copy AND transfer)

 Page Sorter HUD (includes texture encryption): L$ 695

 Texture Encryptor Script: L$ 495

 Available from:
 Inworld Store: http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/203/159/223

 MarketPlace: https://marketplace.secondlife.com/stores/6387

The Creative Publisher Lite Tutorial

Purchase Information




 Fred Allandale

 Send IM or Notecard in-world

 Email: Fred_Allandale@msn.com

 In World Store (landmark button on this tutorial)

 http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/203/159/223

 SL Marketplace Store

 https://marketplace.secondlife.com/stores/6387

Website / Blog (web button on this tutorial)

 http://subscriberkiosk.wordpress.com
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Contact Information
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